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Abstract.
Background: Sleep disorders are common in Parkinson’s disease (PD) and include alterations in sleep-related EEG oscilla-
tions.
Objective: This case-control study tested the hypothesis that patients with PD would have a lower density of Scalp-Slow
Wave (SW) oscillations and higher slow-to-fast frequencies ratio in rapid eye movement (REM) sleep than non-PD controls.
Other sleep-related quantitative EEG (qEEG) features were also examined, including SW morphology, sleep spindles, and
Scalp-SW spindle phase-amplitude coupling.
Methods: Polysomnography (PSG)-derived sleep EEG was compared between PD participants (n = 56) and non-PD controls
(n = 30). Following artifact rejection, sleep qEEG analysis was performed in frontal and central leads. Measures included
SW density and morphological features of SW and sleep spindles, SW-spindle phase-amplitude coupling, and spectral power
analysis in Non-REM (NREM) and REM. Differences in qEEG features between PD and non-PD controls were compared
using two-tailed Welch’s t-tests, and correction for multiple comparisons was performed per the Benjamini-Hochberg method.
Results: SW density was lower in PD than in non-PD controls (F = 13.5, p’ = 0.003). The PD group also exhibited higher
ratio of slow REM EEG frequencies (F = 4.23, p’ = 0.013), higher slow spindle peak frequency (F = 24.7, p’ < 0.002), and
greater SW-spindle coupling angle distribution non-uniformity (strength) (F = 7.30, p’ = 0.034).
Conclusion: This study comprehensively evaluates sleep qEEG including SW-spindle phase amplitude coupling in PD
compared to non-PD controls. These findings provide novel insights into how neurodegenerative disease disrupts electro-
physiological sleep rhythms. Considering the role of sleep oscillatory activity on neural plasticity, future studies should
investigate the influence of these qEEG markers on cognition in PD.
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INTRODUCTION

The fundamental biological process of sleep is gov-
erned by neurophysiological rhythms in the brain [1].
Sleep serves a variety of vital functions across an
individual’s lifespan and is severely compromised
in neurodegenerative diseases such as Parkinson’s
disease (PD) and Alzheimer’s disease (AD) [2, 3].
While PD was historically defined primarily as a
neurodegenerative motor disorder, we have gained
increased understanding of the disorder’s non-motor
manifestations [4]. In particular, there is a crucial
connection between PD and sleep dysfunction [5].
Indeed, sleep disorders are the second most frequent
non-motor complaint among a large cohort of PD
patients (PRIAMO study), affecting 64% of patients
[6]. A better understanding of how PD disrupts elec-
trophysiological rhythms of sleep may lead to new
therapeutic options for treating this significant and
disabling symptom. With this goal in mind, the objec-
tive of this case-control study was to comprehensively
compare quantitative sleep electroencephalograms
(qEEGs) between PD patients and non-PD group-
matched controls. This qEEG analysis encompasses
evaluation of the density and morphology of oscil-
lations during non-rapid eye movement (NREM)
sleep, including slow waves and sleep spindles; slow
wave-spindle phase amplitude coupling; and spectral
power analysis during NREM stage 3 (N3) and REM
(Table 1).

NREM sleep exhibits distinct electrophysiological
characteristics that have attracted considerable atten-
tion regarding brain plasticity. Sleep-related slow
wave activity (SWA; 0.5–4 Hz) is one brain activity
pattern detectable at the human scalp during sleep [7].
This EEG pattern occurs predominantly in NREM
stage 3 (N3) and consists of two independent com-
ponents, namely Scalp-Slow wave (SW) (< 1 Hz) [8]
and delta power (1.0–4 Hz) [9]. Studies in middle-
aged adults have shown that slow wave sleep declines
over time, and this trend becomes increasingly pro-
nounced with advancing age [10]. More specifically,
the frequency and density of slow waves are altered,
resulting in fewer SWs with smaller amplitudes [11].
Furthermore, slow wave sleep is reduced in patients
with AD and mild cognitive impairment (MCI) [12].
To date, there have only been two case-control studies
investigating SWA in PD, with inconsistent results.
In one, low delta spectral power was reduced in nine
de novo PD patients compared to ten controls [13]. In
contrast, another study found no differences in delta
spectral power in eight PD patients compared to nine

controls [14]. Further, whether PD alters the morpho-
logical features of SW, such as density, slope, and
amplitude, remains unknown.

Another hallmark of NREM is the sleep spindle,
which predominantly occurs during NREM stage 2
(N2). Sleep spindles are transient EEG rhythms gen-
erated by the thalamic reticular nucleus. Spindles
consist of waxing and waning 9–15 Hz oscillations
that serve an essential function in preserving sleep
by inhibiting sensory input [15]. Similar to aging-
related changes in SW, normal aging is associated
with reduction in sleep spindle density and amplitude
[16]. This process appears to be accelerated in cogni-
tive decline including MCI and AD [17]. Despite this,
understanding of the neurophysiology of sleep spin-
dles is still in its infancy, particularly in PD. Of the
two studies investigating sleep spindles in PD, both
reported decreased spindle density and one reported
reduced spindle amplitude in PD patients compared
to controls [18, 19]. Further, while sleep electro-
physiologic studies have demonstrated selective loss
of fast spindles in AD and MCI [17], no published
studies have reported differences in the peak fre-
quency of slow and fast spindles in PD compared to
controls.

In addition to the potential significance of these
individual NREM EEG oscillations, the temporal
relationship between SWs and spindles also plays
a significant role in determining brain plasticity.
Specifically, phase-amplitude coupling between SWs
and spindles promotes memory consolidation in
younger and older individuals and declines with
physiological aging [20, 21]. Further, SW-spindle
phase-amplitude coupling is impaired in AD [22].
The occurrence of the spindle along the phase of
the SW as well as the uniformity of spindle phase
distribution may play important roles in understand-
ing disease effects. However, to our knowledge this
marker has not been investigated in PD. Investigat-
ing the SW-spindle coupling is the logical next step
in improving our understanding of sleep-related elec-
trophysiological changes in PD.

In addition to NREM, REM-related EEG features
can also inform disease state. In a recent comprehen-
sive cross-sectional study involving brain imaging
and a battery of neuropsychological tests, slowing
during REM sleep [defined as (delta + theta)/(alpha
+ beta)] was found to be a more powerful indicator
of MCI or AD than waking EEG [12]. Interestingly,
this slow-to-fast frequencies ratio [(delta + theta)/
(alpha + beta)] has also been shown to predict longitu-
dinal development of dementia in PD [23]. However,
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Table 1
Variables Analyzed

Morphology Illustration Relevance

Scalp Slow Wave (SW)<1Hz Altered with aging
and cognitive
impairment [11, 12]

• Density (SW/min)
• Amplitude (�V)
• Slope (�V/s): Amplitude/s

Sleep Spindles Altered with aging
and cognitive
impairment, and may
be altered in PD
[16–19]

• Density (spindles/min)
• Peak amplitude (�V)
• Peak frequencies (Hz): highest
number of waves/s within the spindle

SW-Spindle Phase Amplitude
Coupling (at spindle’s peak
amplitude)

May be important for
neural plasticity and
memory consolidation
[20, 21]• Angle distribution non-uniformity

(strength)
• Co-occurrence percent (%)
• Mean coupling angle (◦)

Spectral power Relevance
Spectral power during N3 May be reduced in PD compared to controls [13, 14]; correlates with cognitive

performance in PD [42, 43]• Delta power (1–4 Hz)
• Theta power (4–8 Hz)
• Alpha power (9–12 Hz)
• Beta power (12–30 Hz)
Spectral power during REM May be altered with cognitive impairment [12]; inconsistent results in PD [14, 24, 25]
• Slow-to-fast frequencies ratio:
[(delta + theta)/(alpha + beta)]
• Delta power (1–4 Hz)
• Theta power (4–8 Hz)
• Alpha power (9–12 Hz)
• Beta power (12–30 Hz)

N3, non-rapid eye movement stage 3; PD, Parkinson’s disease; SW, scalp slow wave; ZCM, zero-crossing.

three case-control studies investigating REM spec-
tral power in PD have produced inconsistent results.
Two studies reported higher REM alpha power in de
novo PD patients [14, 24] and one reported no dif-
ference in REM spectral power in mild to moderate
PD patients compared with controls [25]. There-
fore further investigation is needed to understand
changes in REM sleep microstructure in PD. In this
largest-to-date case-control study, laboratory-based

polysomnography-derived scalp EEG was used to
comprehensively evaluate NREM and REM qEEG
in PD. Specifically, we tested the hypothesis that
individuals with PD would have lower SW den-
sity and higher slow-to-fast frequencies ratio during
REM compared to non-PD group-matched controls.
In addition, we examined other qEEG morphological
features of SW, sleep spindles, and phase-amplitude
coupling between SW and spindles.
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METHODS

Participants

In this case-control study, baseline polysomnog-
raphy (PSG) assessments of PD participants in an
ongoing longitudinal study of sleep in PD were
compared to clinically-acquired PSG from age- and
sex-matched individuals without PD (controls). PD
participants were recruited at the University of
Alabama at Birmingham (UAB) Movement Dis-
orders Center. PD was diagnosed based on the
Movement Disorders Society’s clinical diagnostic
criteria [26]. PD participants were eligible if they
were ≥ 45 years of age, taking stable medications for
at least four weeks prior to study entry, and had Mon-
treal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) score ≥ 18. PD
participants with untreated sleep apnea, atypical or
secondary Parkinsonism, or deep brain stimulation
surgery were excluded. The UAB Sleep/Wake Disor-
ders Center clinical sleep study database was used to
identify 30 age- and sex-matched controls who under-
went diagnostic polysomnography between 2009 and
2021. Control individuals were excluded if they
had BMI ≥ 36 or if PSG demonstrated sleep apnea
(apnea hypopnea index: AHI ≥ 5 events per hour)
or presence of REM sleep without atonia. PSG for
both PD and controls were performed at the UAB
Sleep/Wake Disorders Center as described below.
The UAB Institutional Review Board approved this
study. PD participants signed written informed con-
sent and control individuals’ PSGs were included
with waiver of consent.

Polysomnography

Each participant underwent laboratory-based PSG
under the supervision of a polysomnography tech-
nician. PSG was recorded with Natus Sandman
Elite™ with 32-channel capability, and the record-
ings included EEG; electrooculogram; submental and
bilateral anterior tibialis electromyograms; respira-
tory effort using polyvinylidene fluoride belts at the
chest and abdomen; airflow monitoring with ther-
mocouple and nasal pressure; and pulse oximetry.
PSG for PD participants also included bilateral exten-
sor digitorum electromyogram. EEG included frontal
(F3, F4), central (C3, C4), and occipital (O1, O2)
leads, all referenced to the contralateral mastoid.
EEG signals were digitized through Natus Sandman
Elite™ (Middleton, WI, USA) with a sampling rate
of 512 Hz. A certified sleep technician and a board-

certified sleep physician (AWA) staged sleep in 30 s
epochs according to the American Academy of Sleep
Medicine’s (AASM’s) Manual for the Scoring of
Sleep and Associated Events [27].

Quantitative sleep EEG analysis during NREM

Preprocessing
All EEG data were converted to European Data

Format (EDF), imported into MATLAB (version
R2020b), and 30 s epochs were inspected for vari-
ous artifacts. The EEG evaluator (AAM) was blinded
to the participant’s group. The F3 and C3 channels
were evaluated visually for the entire PSG recording,
and electrical and movement artifacts were detected
and extracted. If F3/C3 leads had continuous arti-
facts, F4/C4 channels were used. In the PD group,
the mean total time in N2 was 210.7 min, with 3.1%
rejected due to artifact; the median duration of N3
was 44.2 min, with 0.9% rejected; and the mean dura-
tion of REM was 53.8 min, with 9.5% rejected. In
the non-PD control group, the mean total time in
N2 was 200 min, with 0.6% rejected due to arti-
fact; the median duration of N3 was 44.2 min, with
0.3% rejected; and the mean duration of REM was
66.1 min, with 1.5% rejected. Based on the spatiotem-
poral properties of SW and spindles [15, 28], SW and
delta spectral power were analyzed in frontal leads
and averaged over N3, sleep spindles were analyzed
in central leads and averaged over N2, SW-spindle
coupling was assessed throughout N2 and N3 in cen-
tral channels [21], and spectral power during REM
was analyzed in central leads.

Spectral analysis
The spectral power was determined using a Ham-

ming window of 512 ms with 50% overlap to produce
a resolution of 1 Hz. The absolute spectral power in
the delta (1–4 Hz), theta (4–8 Hz), alpha (9–12 Hz),
and beta (12–30 Hz) frequency ranges was deter-
mined and averaged separately in N3 and REM
sleep. Due to a prior study showing a reduction in
low-delta spectral power (< 2 Hz) in de novo PD
patients, we divided the delta power during N3 into
three frequency bands: 1.0–2.0 Hz, 2.0–3.0 Hz, and
3.0–4.0 Hz [13]. In addition, we calculated a slow-to-
fast frequencies ratio [(delta + theta)/(alpha + beta)]
during REM based on a previous longitudinal study
demonstrating that EEG slowing during REM sleep
was associated with future dementia in patients with
PD [23].
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Scalp-SW and sleep spindle event detection
First, artifacts were manually detected and

extracted by an investigator blinded to participant
group (AAM). Then, artifact-free EEG was used
for detection of individual SW and sleep spindle
events using a custom-made MATLAB script that
was developed using well-established algorithms pre-
viously validated in aging populations [21, 29, 30].
Specifically, for SW detection, all zero crossings were
identified in the frontal channel with the least amount
of artifact. SW events were defined using the follow-
ing parameters: 1) frequency filter = 0.16–1.25 Hz,
2) duration = 0.8–2 s, and 3) amplitude threshold
from negative to positive polarity = 75th percentile
of amplitude over all N3 epochs. Artifact-free indi-
vidual SW events meeting these parameters were
then extracted from the raw signal. Finally, the
following SW characteristics were calculated and
averaged across all N3 epochs from the full night
of PSG: 1) density (events/minute), 2) amplitude
(peak to peak, expressed in �V), and 3) slope
(expressed in �V per millisecond). For sleep spin-
dle event detection, the following parameters were
applied in the most artifact-free central channel:
1) frequency filter = 9–15 Hz, 2) amplitude thresh-
old = 75th percentile of amplitude over all N2 epochs,
3) duration = 0.5–3 s. Using Hilbert’s transformation,
analytical amplitude was calculated and events that
met the above parameters were retrieved. Finally, the
following sleep spindle characteristics were calcu-
lated and averaged over all N2 epochs from the full
night of PSG: 1) density (events/min), 2) amplitude
(peak to peak, expressed in �V), and 3) peak fre-
quency (number of cycles/second, expressed in Hz)
for spindles (9–15 Hz), slow spindles (9–11 Hz), and
fast spindles (12–15 Hz). We divided spindles into
slow and fast frequency bins because prior work has
shown that fast spindles are decreased in neurodegen-
erative disease, specifically AD [17].

SW locked sleep spindle phase-amplitude
coupling

Using the filter and parameters mentioned above,
we first detected individual SW events. We then cal-
culated the instantaneous phase angle of SW events
after applying the Hilbert transformation. The raw
signal was then filtered between 9–15 Hz (spindle fre-
quency), and the instantaneous amplitude was derived
from the Hilbert transformation. We detected the
maximum spindle amplitude and corresponding SW
phase angle [30, 31]. The following characteristics
were calculated during combined N2 and N3:1) mean

SW phase angle in degrees calculated with CircStat
toolbox [32] and 2) coupling angle distribution non-
uniformity (strength) using the Rayleigh test statistic.

SW-spindle co-occurrence percent
Using the parameters described above, SW and

sleep spindle events were detected separately. The
SW-spindle co-occurrence percentage (normalized
over SW events) was determined from events where
the center of the spindle was within the SW event.

Statistical analysis

The statistical analysis was performed using JMP
Statistical Discovery Pro version 16.0 and MATLAB
version R2020b (for mean circular direction differ-
ences). In descriptive statistics, Shapiro-Wilk tests
were used to assess the normality of all variables.
The median and interquartile range were reported for
non-normally distributed data. The demographic and
polysomnographic characteristics between the PD
and non-PD group matched controls were compared
using Fischer’s exact test for categorical variables and
Welch’s two-tailed t-test for continuous variables.
The qEEG outcomes between the PD and non-PD
controls were compared using Welch’s two-tailed t-
test to account for unequal sample size and to adjust
for unequal variance. Due to multiple comparisons, p-
values were adjusted using the Benjamini-Hochberg
method [33]. Adjusted p-values (P’)< 0.05 were con-
sidered significant.

RESULTS

Participant characteristics

The demographics and disease characteristics are
presented in Table 2. There were no significant differ-
ences between the groups regarding age, sex, or use
of medications that affect sleep. However, there were
more white participants in the PD group compared to
the control group (p = 0.029; Fisher’s exact test).

Polysomnographic characteristics

The sleep characteristics for PD and non-PD par-
ticipants are shown in Table 3. As expected, sleep
efficiency and percentage of REM were significantly
higher in non-PD compared to PD, and wake after
sleep onset (WASO) and time spent in N1 (light sleep)
were significantly higher in PD compared to non-PD.
There were no significant group differences in total
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Table 2
Demographics and Clinical Characteristics

Characteristics Controls Parkinson’s disease F ratio/U p

N 30 56
Age (y)

Mean±SD 67.2 ± 8.9 66.1 ± 7.1 0.41 0.53
Range 46 – 86 45 – 84

Sex: N (%)
Male 16 (53.3) 37 (66.0) 1.32 0.24
Female 14 (46.7) 19 (34.0)

Race: N (%)
Caucasian 23 (76.7) 53 (94.6) 6.6 0.029
African American 6 (20) 3 (5.4)
Asian 1 (3.3) 0 (0)

Medications that affect sleep: N (%) 6 (20) 18 (32) 1.48 0.22
Benzodiazepines 2 (7) 12 (21) 3.52 0.06
Non-benzodiazepines hypnotics 0 (0) 1 (2) 0.86 0.35
Narcotics 0 (0) 1 (2) 0.86 0.35
Antipsychotics 0 (0) 2 (3.6) 1.74 0.18
Melatonin 2 (7) 1 (2) 1.30 0.25
Trazodone 2 (7) 2 (3.6) 0.40 0.53
Gabapentin 3 (10) 3 (5.5) 0.59 0.44
Oxybutynin 0 (0) 1 (2) 0.86 0.35
Barbiturates 0 (0) 1 (2) 0.86 0.35

Duration of Disease (DOD) (y)
Median (IQR) - 5 (2.0 – 8.7)

Hoehn & Yahr: N (%)
1 - 5 (8.9)
2 41 (73.2)
3 10 (17.9)

Levodopa Equivalent Dose (LED)
Median (IQR) - 609 (317 – 887)

MDS-UPDRS
Part I
Median (IQR) - 9.0 (5.2 – 12)
Part II
Mean+SD - 10.4 ± 5.3
Range - 0 – 24
Part III
Mean+SD - 31.4 ± 13.6
Range - 4 – 70
Part IV
Median (IQR) - 3 (0 – 5)
Total
Mean+SD - 54.4 ± 19.1
Range - 17 – 105

Mean±SD reported for normally distributed data. Median (IQR) reported for non-normally distributed data. MDS-
UPDRS, Movement Disorders Society-Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale.

sleep time, latency to sleep onset, N2%, N2 time,
N3%, N3 time, REM time, or apnea-hypopnea index.

Quantitative sleep EEG analysis

Scalp-SW characteristics during N3
SW density was significantly lower in the PD

group than in the non-PD group (F = 13.4, p’ = 0.003)
(Fig. 1). However, other SW morphological features
including peak to peak amplitude and slope (ampli-
tude divided by the time between SW peak and

trough) did not differ significantly between PD and
non-PD groups (Fig. 1).

Spectral power during N3
No significant differences were observed between

non-PD and PD participants in delta spectral power
at 1–4 Hz (F = 2.137, p’ = 0.72) (Fig. 2). Furthermore,
other delta frequency bins showed no significant dif-
ference between PD and non-PD, including 1-2 Hz
(F = 2.063, p’ = 0.64), 2-3 Hz (F = 1.470, p’ = 0.25),
and 3-4 Hz (F = 1.17, p’ = 0.25). In addition, no signif-
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Table 3
Objective Polysomnographic Findings

Characteristics Controls Parkinson’s disease F ratio/U p

Sleep Efficiency (%) 84.1 (80.2 – 88.2) 78.8 (68.9 – 86.1) 13.6 0.0004
Total Sleep Time (min) 353.4 (321.2 – 374.1) 377.7 (332.8 – 414.0) 1.07 0.30
Wake After Sleep Onset (WASO) (min) 53.1 (33.0 – 68.5) 81 (58.5 – 129.2) 22.8 < 0.0001
Sleep Latency (min) 7.5 (3.4 – 17.3) 9.1 (4.2 – 16.3) 1.8 0.18
N1% 8.8 (5.5 – 11.9) 10.4 (7.0 – 15.3) 5.7 0.02
N1 time (min) 27.5 (20.7 – 41.1) 37.2 (28.0 – 51.6) 5.7 0.02
N2% 57.2 ± 11.0 57.7 ± 11.2 0.04 0.85
N2 time (min) 200.0 ± 40.6 210.7 ± 61.4 0.93 0.33
N3% 12.9 (8.0 – 18.2) 11.2 (2.2 – 56.7) 0.04 0.84
N3 time (min) 45.2 (26.6 – 72.2) 44.2 (19 – 247.7) 0.23 0.63
REM % 18.6 ± 7.4 14.4 ± 7.43 6.45 0.013
REM time (min) 66.1 ± 28.4 53.8 ± 28.4 3.65 0.060
Apnea Hypopnea Index (events per hour) 1.1 (0.5 – 2.7) 0.3 (0.0 – 14.7) 0.68 0.411
Periodic Limb Movements of Sleep 5.9 (0.0 – 14.1) 1.5 (0.2 – 79.9) 1.13 0.28

Mean±SD reported for normally distributed data. Median (IQR) reported for non-normally distributed data. N1, non-REM stage 1; N2,
non-REM stage 2; N3, non-REM stage 3; REM, rapid eye movement sleep.

icant differences were found in theta, alpha, and beta
spectral frequencies between the groups (all p > 0.05)
(Supplementary Figure 1).

Sleep spindle characteristics during N2
Slow spindle peak frequency (9–11 Hz) was sig-

nificantly higher in PD than non-PD (F = 24.7,
p’< 0.002) (Fig. 3). Other sleep spindle morpholog-
ical features, including fast spindle peak frequency
(12–15 Hz), spindle peak frequency (9–15 Hz),
spindle density, and spindle amplitude, were not sig-
nificantly different between PD and non-PD controls
(Fig. 3). Our exploratory analyses did not reveal any
significant differences in slow and fast frequency
amplitude or density between the groups.

SW-spindle phase-amplitude coupling
characteristics during N2 and N3

The SW-spindle phase-amplitude coupling angle
distribution non-uniformity (strength) was signif-
icantly higher in PD than non-PD (F = 7.30,
p’ = 0.034) (Fig. 4A). The other morphological fea-
tures, including co-occurrence percent (Fig. 4B) and
the mean coupling angle (Fig. 4C) were not signifi-
cantly different between the two groups.

Spectral power during REM
PD participants had higher delta power and

higher slow-to-fast frequencies ratio during REM
than non-PD controls (F = 2.27, p’ = 0.002; F = 4.23,
p’ = 0.013, respectively) (Fig. 5B, F). There were no
significant differences between theta, alpha, and beta
spectral powers during REM sleep between the two
groups (Fig. 5).

DISCUSSION

In light of substantial evidence demonstrating a
role for sleep neurophysiology in brain plasticity
[15, 30], we studied how sleep qEEG features differ
between individuals with PD and non-PD group-
matched controls. To our knowledge, this is the first
study showing that PD patients have lower N3 SW
density, higher REM slow-to-fast frequencies ratio,
and higher REM delta spectral power compared to
non-PD controls. These findings may have implica-
tions for disease severity or cognitive function. In
addition, the PD group had a higher slow spindle peak
frequency and greater SW-spindle coupling angle dis-
tribution non-uniformity.

As part of polysomnography, EEG recordings are
used to determine the depth of sleep. In N3, the scalp-
EEG is characterized by slow wave activity (SWA;
0.5–4 Hz), which consists of two independent com-
ponents: Scalp-SW (SW;< 1 Hz) [8, 34] and delta
waves (1–4 Hz) [9]. Although the mechanism under-
lying SW is unknown, it is believed to be generated
by cortical membrane potential transitions between
the silent (DOWN) and active (UP) states, originat-
ing primarily in the frontal cortex [8]. During the
DOWN state, cortical neurons are hyperpolarized and
appear inactive, whereas during the UP state, the neu-
rons are depolarized and exhibit excitatory as well as
inhibitory synaptic activity [35]. A major function
of slow wave sleep is memory processing, which is
supported by both the sleep homeostasis hypothesis
via synaptic downscaling/pruning, and by the active
system consolidation theory via managing the dia-
logue between the hippocampus and neocortex [36,
37]. Despite this, the role of slow wave morphological
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Fig. 1. PD participants have lower Scalp-SW density during N3.
A) Frontal Scalp-SW density during N3 was significantly lower in
PD compared to controls (F = 13.5; p’ = 0.003). The amplitude (B)
and slope (C) of the Fontal Scalp-SW were not different between
the two groups during N3. On all panels, box plots are Tukey-style.
ns, not significant; p’, adjusted p-value.

features in PD is not clear as it has been evalu-
ated in a case-control design in only one prior study,
which showed decreased SWA (0.5–4 Hz) amplitude
in PD patients compared to non-PD controls [19].
The present study is the first to examine both SWA
components (SW and delta power) in the context of

PD, whereby we determined that SW (< 1 Hz) density
was significantly reduced in PD compared to non-PD
controls. Moreover, we were surprised to find no sig-
nificant differences between PD and non-PD in terms
of the amplitude and slope of SW, measures that rep-
resent synaptic strength and synchrony of excitatory
post synaptic potentials. A prior study found cor-
tical thinning, particularly in the prefrontal cortex,
was associated with reduced SWA during aging [38].
Furthermore, longitudinal studies of normal aging
have shown that the volume of the prefrontal cor-
tex, where the SW are generated, declines with age
[39–41]. Consequently, it is possible that since we
have age-matched controls, the amplitude and slope
were similar between groups. Hence, the fact that we
detected fewer SW events in PD might be indicative
of altered sleep thalamocortical circuit dynamics.

Our group recently found that absolute delta spec-
tral power (1–4 Hz) during N3 is correlated with
cognitive performance in PD [42] and these find-
ings were replicated in another study showing that
low-delta spectral power frequency (1-2 Hz) drives
this relationship with cognition [43]. However, only
two prior studies have compared delta spectral power
during NREM sleep between PD patients and non-
PD controls, with inconsistent results. According to
Brunner and colleagues, low-delta spectral power
was significantly reduced in nine PD patients com-
pared to ten non-PD controls [24]. In contrast, Margis
and colleagues did not find differences in delta
spectral power between nine PD patients and eight
controls [14]. In the current study, we found no dif-
ferences in absolute delta spectral power during N3 in
the 1–4 Hz range or in other frequency ranges (1-2 Hz,
2-3 Hz, and 3-4 Hz) between PD and non-PD. Based
on these findings, Scalp-SW (< 1 Hz) appears to be a
better electrophysiological marker in distinguishing
PD from non-PD.

A growing body of evidence suggests that there
is more than one type of human sleep spindle.
These two types of spindles include fast spindles
(>12 Hz), typically originating from the centropari-
etal region, as well as slow spindles (<12 Hz), which
originate from the frontal region [44]. The peak fre-
quency of sleep spindles increases from childhood to
adolescence, with the slow spindle peak frequency
plateauing earlier than the fast spindle peak fre-
quency [45]. Literature exploring spindles in MCI
and AD has not found differences in sleep spin-
dle peak frequency between the two groups [46].
Nevertheless, AD patients had a lower density of
fast spindles as compared to amnestic MCI patients
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Fig. 2. Frontal absolute delta spectral power during N3 was not different between PD and controls. Log-transformed delta spectral power
are displayed by frequency: A) 1–4 Hz, B) 1-2 Hz, C) 2-3 Hz, D) 3-4 Hz. In all panels, the figures are scatter plots, and error bars represent
the mean and standard deviation. ns, not significant.

[17]. The present study showed that slow spindle
peak frequency was higher in PD than in non-PD
controls; however, there was no difference in spin-
dle density or amplitude. Interestingly, Christensen
and colleagues identified spindles through manual
detection and found lower sleep spindle density and
frequency, but higher spindle amplitudes in PD com-
pared to controls, speculating that this might be due
to degeneration of thalamic neurons, resulting in the
generation of only highly synchronized spindles [18].
Compared to that study, our study is methodolog-
ically different as we employed automated spindle
detection. Additionally, the lack of difference in spin-
dle density between the two groups may have been

influenced by a trend toward more participants in the
PD group taking benzodiazepines. Because benzodi-
azepines can increase spindles [47], this may have led
to an underestimation of the differences between the
two groups. Despite this, the findings from the present
study suggest that slow spindle peak frequency could
be sensitive to PD pathology.

The influence of PD pathology on SW-spindle
coupling has not previously been explored. These
relationships are also understudied in MCI and AD,
though a recent study by Winer and colleagues found
that tau pathological burden in the mesial temporal
lobe is associated with reduced SW-spindle coupling
[22]. In studies on physiological aging, SW-spindle
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Fig. 3. PD participants have higher slow spindle peak frequency (9–11 Hz) during N2. A) Slow spindle peak frequency during N2 was
higher in PD compared to controls (F = 24.7; p’ < 0.002). The fast spindle peak frequency (12–15 Hz) (B), spindle peak frequency (C),
spindle density (D), and spindle amplitude (E) were not different between PD and controls. On all panels, box plots are Tukey-style. ns, not
significant; p’, adjusted p-value.

coupling played an important role in memory con-
solidation during sleep. Additionally, spindles were

coupled to SW farther away from the depolarizing
UP state of the slow oscillation cycle in older com-
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Fig. 4. PD participants have higher Scalp-SW spindle phase amplitude coupling non-uniformity during N2 and N3. A) Scalp-SW spindle
coupling strength during N2 and N3 was higher in PD compared to controls (F = 7.30; p’ = 0.034). The spindle coupling co-occurrence
percent (B), and mean coupling angle (C), were not different between PD and controls. On all panels, box plots are Tukey-style. ns, not
significant; p’, adjusted p-value.

pared to younger individuals [21]. Furthermore, this
impaired coupling was associated with age-related
grey matter atrophy of the prefrontal cortex [21].
The current study provides the first indication that
PD patients have higher coupling angle distribu-
tion non-uniformity than non-PD controls (Fig. 4A).
However, no significant differences were detected
in terms of SW-spindle mean coupling angle or co-

occurrence percent. Considering that the prefrontal
cortex is more atrophied in PD than controls [48], we
speculated that in addition to contributing to genera-
tion of fewer SWs, prefrontal atrophy may also alter
the timing of the sleep spindles in relation to SW
phase. This is consistent with prior work showing
that medial prefrontal cortical atrophy is associated
with misaligned SW spindle coupling in the aging
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Fig. 5. PD participants have higher ratio of slow-to-fast REM EEG frequencies. A) Central EEG log power spectrum during REM. B) Central
absolute delta spectral power during REM was significantly higher in PD compared to controls (F = 13.40; p’ = 0.002). Absolute spectral
power in theta (C), alpha (D), and beta (E) were not different between the two groups during REM. F) PD participants have higher ratio of
slow-to-fast REM frequencies (F = 4.23; p’ = 0.013). Panels B-F are scatter plots with mean and standard deviation. ns, not significant; p’,
adjusted p-value.

brain [21]. In summary, these findings provide evi-
dence that the ability of the PD brain to couple the two
dominant oscillations of NREM sleep (SWs and spin-
dles) is significantly non-uniform in contrast to the
coupling in controls. Nevertheless, these data do not

necessarily suggest that this non-uniform dynamic
coupling profile is responsible for any functional
decline in PD. Future studies should explore whether
this may contribute to disease severity or cognitive
impairment.
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This study also found higher ratio of slow to
fast frequencies in REM in PD compared to con-
trols, which may have implications for cognition.
While cholinergic activity is reduced in NREM sleep,
cholinergic signaling increases during and regulates
REM sleep [49]. The few case-control studies exam-
ining REM sleep qEEG activity in PD have had small
sample sizes and conflicting results. In de novo PD,
two studies found that REM sleep alpha power was
greater in PD than in controls [14, 24]. In contrast,
Gagnon and colleagues did not observe any differ-
ences in the REM spectral power between controls
and PD participants who were on dopaminergic ther-
apy [25]. The present study is the largest case-control
study to date examining REM spectral power in PD,
showing that PD patients have a higher ratio of slow to
fast frequencies compared to non-PD controls. This
difference was due to the higher delta spectral power
in PD patients. Although brain atrophy, and thus
increased scalp-brain distance, has potential to affect
some spectral frequency bands more than others [50],
this is not likely to explain the changes noted here
since there were no differences in delta power during
N3 between PD and controls in this study (Fig. 2 and
Supplementary Figure 1). In light of its role in cog-
nitive decline, as shown by a longitudinal study [23],
REM EEG slowing is an important finding, under-
lining the importance of cholinergic degeneration to
PD.

This study has several strengths including the
case-control design, the large sample size relative
to previous sleep qEEG case-control studies in PD,
the comprehensive qEEG analysis of NREM sleep,
blinding of EEG analysis to case/control, and the use
of conservative statistical methods. A limitation of
the study is that it was retrospective in design, and
that it did not account for the impact of the first
night effect (poor sleep in an unfamiliar environ-
ment). Nevertheless, in our prior research, the first
night effect did not adversely affect sleep in patients
with PD [51]. Another potential limitation is that
the non-PD controls were selected from individuals
who had undergone a clinically indicated sleep study.
Although we excluded control sleep studies that
showed sleep apnea, REM sleep without atonia, or
other significant sleep disorders, these non-PD con-
trol individuals underwent PSG due to a sleep-related
complaint. Therefore, this control cohort may not
represent a true healthy sample of older adults. This
may have led to underestimation of the qEEG differ-
ences between PD and non-PD individuals. Future
studies should evaluate qEEG in non-PD matched

individuals without sleep complaints. Additionally,
the electrode impedance may have been altered by
changes in body temperature and skin conductance
associated with autonomic dysfunction in PD. There-
fore, this may have resulted in more baseline sway
and drift artifacts, thereby increasing the delta fre-
quency spectral power in REM. We think this had
minimal effect on the outcomes due to our exclu-
sion of EEG sections containing artifacts and because
sweat-induced (sway) oscillations have a smaller fre-
quency range than the analyzed delta band (1–4 Hz).
Finally, the heterogeneity and clinical characteristics
of the participants (use of dopaminergic medica-
tions, range of disease duration and severity, use
of medications that may influence sleep), may have
influenced the qEEG outcomes in ways that could not
be specifically measured. Additional study in larger
prospective cohorts will be needed to address this.

In conclusion, this study is the first to demon-
strate a lower Scalp-SW density, a higher slow spindle
peak frequency, a greater scalp-SW spindle coupling
angle distribution non-uniformity, and slower REM
frequencies in PD patients compared to non-PD con-
trols. Future studies could investigate the role of these
neurophysiological markers in predicting cognitive
decline in PD and the impact of pharmacological and
non-pharmacological interventions on sleep qEEG
PD. Given the prevalence of sleep disorders among
people with PD, this is a particularly critical area of
research.
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